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Private 2
I came here and found there is no work or employment. Through the
efforts and sympatnr of Chief Joshua I am gradually being released
and by the middle of the year I will be free.
I think it would be much better if you can plead with Lindo and not
De Kook. He mercifully saved me in time.
Plaatje
P.S. Mr Mbele is not here. He paid the office rent January and February
to enable me to use that £7 from Thaba-Nchu., now they don't send one
money.
Private
The other day I asked you to plead with Chief Joshua to carry ~ burden
with all the patience and I will work for him. EUt you must keep on
pleading Lindo for me. If Chief can lose hope and confiscate La-Ebie
Ma.janaga.'s cows/cattle things can be so mixed up that even a friend can
be without a job.
If there is progress then I will send you something though a very small
amount. If this job comes to an end then I will be at a loss, because
even the petty jobs I do like 'Insurance'and Pretoria News I can easily
lose. Altogether I get £25 a month though it comes after a very long
time nevertheless that is the only chance of paying. It does not mean
that if cows are confiscated we can be released.
Sir, please have patience. I will reward every penny and fix up every
trouble afterwards.
Plaatje
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